Abstract. View update is the problem of translating an update to a view to some updates to the source data of the view. In this paper, we formally define the problem, show the factors determining XML view update translation, and propose a translation solution for two specific but typical settings of the view update problem. We prove that the translated source updates are precise and they generalize the solutions to the problem with similar settings in the relational database.
Introduction
A (virtual) view is defined with a query over some source data of a database. The query is called the view definition which determines what data appears in the view. The data of the view, called a view instance, is often not stored in the database but is derived from the source data on the fly using the view definition every time when the view is selected.
In database applications, many users do not have privileges to access all the data of a database. They are often given a view of the database so that they can retrieve only the data in the view. In data integration applications, user's access to the source data becomes even more impractical because of security. When these users need to update the data of the database, they put their updates against the view, not against the source data, and expect that the view instance is changed when it is accessed next time. This type of updates is called a view update. Because of its important use, view update has a long research history [1, 9, 11, 12, 6, 4, 13] . The work in [5] discusses detailed semantics of view updates in many scenarios.
Unfortunately, view updates cannot be directly applied to the view instance as it is not stored physically and is derived on the fly when required (virtual view) . Even in the cases where the view instance is stored (materialized view), which is not the main focus of this paper, applying updates to the instance may cause inconsistencies between the source data and the instance. To apply a view update to a virtual view, a translation process is required to translate the view update to some source updates. When the source data is changed, the data in the view will be changed next time when the view is selected. To the user of the view, it seems that the view update has been successfully applied to the view instance.
Let V be a view definition, V i the view instance, S i the source data of the view,
Assume that the user wants to apply a view update δV to V i as δV (V i ). View update translation is to find a process that takes V and δV as input and produces a source update δS to S i such that next time when the user accesses the view, the view instance appears changed and is as expected by the user. That is, for any S i and
Two typical anomalies, view side-effect and source document over-update, are easily introduced by the translation process although they are update policy dependent [9] . View side-effect [13] occurs if the translated source update causes more-than-necessary change to the source data which leads to more-than-expected change to the view instance. View side-effect makes Equation (1) violated. Over-updates may also happen to a source document. An over-update to a source document causes the source data irrelevant to the view to be changed, but keeps the equation satisfied. A source document over-update is incorrect as it changes information that the user did not expect to change.
A precise translation of a view update should produce source updates that (1) result in necessary (as the user expects) change to the view instance, (2) do not cause view side-effect, and (3) do not cause over-updates to the source documents.
In the relational database, much work has been done on view update and the problem has been well understood [1, 9, 11] . In case of updating XML views over relational databases, updates to XML views need to be translated to updates to the base relational tables. The works in [4, 13] propose two different approaches to the problem. The work in [4] translates an XML view to some relational views and an update to the XML view to updates to the relational views. It then uses the relational approach to derive updates to the base tables. The work in [13] derives a schema for the XML view and annotates the schema based on keys of relational tables and multiplicities. An algorithm is proposed to use the annotation to determine if a translation is possible and how the translation works. Both works assume keys, foreign keys and the join operator based on these two types of constraints. Another work, technical report [6] , proposes brief work on updating hypertext views defined on relational databases. In the case of updating pure XML views, the views where the views and their source data are all modelled in XML, no direct work has been done. To the best of our knowledge, the only work relating to XML view update is [8] which proposes a middle language and a transformation system to derive view instance from source data, and to derive source data from a materialized view instance, and
